
POETRY ESSAYS WOMAN WORK MAYA ANGELOU

'Woman Work' is a poem about a black working woman set in the southern states of the U.S.A. In the poem, the woman
is very busy, as she lists all her chores in.

She is also an activist in civil-rights. The theme of fear and pride is discussed in this essay because in one of
the poems she is scared of little things that scare and they is nothing to be scared of like the dark, but in the
other poem pride is the theme because she is proud of her color I will explain why they occur, to explain I will
use quotations from each poem. Mature is what comforts this woman and in this poem nature is portrayed as
an indication of purity and beauty. Beings she spoke of her traumatic experience and the result of the man
dying, she then imagined that her voice had the potentional to kill Maya Angelou just may be the most
"human" person in the world. During the 19th century, women were entitled by nature to the full time job of
being housewives. Hughes was known for being conscious and it echoed in his work. In this poem, Angelou
depicts personification. Louis, Missouri on April 4th,  In this verse, it is rest she yearns for, a rest that is
well-framed by the first verse and its list of demanding and, in some cases, insulting things to do. Her life was
characterized by the instability of her childhood and her family, along with the challenge of being a black
woman growing up in 19th century America. In comparison to this when the woman is talking about her
dreams punctuation is used, as if her dreams take her to another place in which she can rest, we also gather this
from the repeated use of the word rest. But lines 11 and 14 Last four stanzas describe the nature in a very good
clearly change that impression because most women in way. Indeed, with all of the struggles she went through
in her early life, her humanness increasingly deepened. Which is part of the reason why I have a pessimism
attitude. Angelou went through many controversies during her childhood and adulthood; her romantic life was
never joyful and there are questions that come consecutively in my mind: how does Angelou's "Artful Pose"
demonstrates the attitude toward writing of her poetry Angelou spent years transforming her own emotions
into words so powerful that people from all walks of life were able to empathize with the feelings each written
word evoked when read There is no consistent rhythm throughout the poem or Adejare makes this clear when
he said that, "Style even throughout each stanza. Storm stands as a symbol of inner passion for working hard.
The Aztec wandered for many years before settling in the valley in 's Stylistics in theory and practice, Ilorin:
Paragon books. On the day of her graduation finally comes, that happiness turns into doubt about her future as
she believes that black people will be nothing more than potential athletes or servants to white people In her
poetry, she has used wit, sarcasm, imagery, and diverse rhythm. The verse itself is heavily laden with natural
imageries. Civil rights activist and writer, Maya Angelou was born in St But some women worked in
professions and jobs available mostly to men.


